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“Brat, I suggest you take the easy way out. Otherwise—”

Before Hayden, wielding a switchblade, could finish his sentence, Donald abruptly dashed

forward.

F*ck! He's too fast! Hayden instinctively thrust the switchblade in his hand at Donald.

Unexpectedly, the latter slapped his wrist, causing Hayden's hand to swing uncontrollably in a

different direction at once.

Swish!

Hayden slit his own throat as easily as cutting a piece of paper using scissors.

The next second, blood spurted from Hayden's throat with a gushing sound like a spouting

fountain.

He covered his throat in agony and fell to the floor with a thud.

Wystan didn't expect Donald to commit murder right away. Most of the time, he was merely

involved in trivial fights with others to make Warren look good, so he had never seen a gruesome

scene like that.

He tossed his switchblade to the ground and raised his hands. Wystan was about to grovel at

Donald's feet and surrender.

However, Donald was not inclined to accept Wystan's gesture as he kneed the latter's chin,

sending his body tilting backward.

Donald exerted more force on his knees, shattering Wystan's hyoid bone and spine as a loud crack

reverberated.

In lesser than thirty seconds, Donald had killed two people.

Warren's legs turned to jelly as he slumped to the floor with a thump.

“D-Don't kill me. My dad is Josiah Xanthos. He's very, very rich. Don't kill me!”

Taking in his miserable demeanor, Donald grinned more dazzlingly.

“Of course, I won't kill you. After all, you wouldn't have done so many unforgivable deeds

without relying on your dad's influence. I will give your dad a warning, and I won't let you die so

easily too.”

Donald left after saying that, not forgetting to step over Warren's subordinates in the process.

Paxton merely felt as if he had come face-to-face with a devil when looking at Donald. He was

scared out of his wits and didn't dare to make a sound.

When Donald returned to the presidential suite, he noticed Jennifer had already drifted off on the

bed.

Donald regained his composure after having to deal with the surveillance camera installed inside

the room.

He didn't make a move on Jennifer either after he took a shower. Instead, he merely held her in his

arms and enjoyed a good night's sleep.

Early the next morning, when Donald and Jennifer went to check out from the presidential suite,

Pollerton's police had come to seal off the hotel and even registered everyone's personal

information.

“What happened, Darling?”

Jennifer, holding Donald's arm, was clueless about what had occurred at the hotel.

“I don't know, but this shouldn't have anything to do with us. Didn't you agree to meet up with

Yulia for a meeting today? Let's hurry up and go to the office.”

Jennifer grunted in response. Then, she cooperated with the police's investigation by providing

her personal information before leaving the hotel with Donald.

They had a simple breakfast before going to the company. When they arrived, Yulia was already

waiting for them inside the meeting room.

“Yulia, you told me over the phone earlier that you finalized the methods to publicize our

company's image in the second half of the year. Why don't you describe the plan to me in detail?”

“Okay, Ms. Wilson.” Yulia used a projector to display his slides on the wall. “Due to Mr.

Campbell's performance during the Supreme Gala previously, we, from the publicity department,

decided to simultaneously sponsor a few television stations at Pollerton and Yorksland via Dragon

Fide Corporation to enhance our popularity. We did market research on Pollerton and Yorksland,

and we realized among all the various types of advertising means, sponsoring a variety show

could increase the exposure of a brand among the public using the shortest time possible. For

example, Pollerton's Cool Coffee successfully made its brand widely recognized in public by

sponsoring the variety show 'I Am A Comedian' in the past. In just a year, the brand's value

increased ten-fold.”

Jennifer nodded. “I agree with your proposal. Have you thought about which variety shows we

should sponsor?”
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